Grandstand View of Normandy Beachhead

This is how the American section of the Normandy beachhead looked, viewed from a hill where German field gunners covered the beaches to prevent invasion troops from landing. American soldiers, along with other Allied soldiers as well as civilians and equipment to the beach, barrage balloons hanging above the landscape that kept enemy snipers from getting a clear shot, all is quiet on this side of the Omaha beaches, but in the west hours of the Omaha beaches and norms ran rampants here.

Yanks Given First-Aid Treatment on Ship

This map shows why Japan's enemies is no longer safe, with the capture of Kojo. The American aggression and the air forces in operation. In the first hours of the battle, Japanese air forces were repulsed. The American invasion troops were successful in driving off the Japanese forces. The capture of Kojo is a major victory for the Allies.

Family Starts 1944 Harvest

With a 10c, you can buy a bag of the newest plastic railroad kits. These kits are perfect for children and adults alike. They are available in various colors and designs. Get yours today and start building your own railroad!

Romans Arrest Fascist Leaders

First Invasion Nurse

Second photo shows an American nurse standing on the islands in Normandy. She is dressed in her uniform and is holding a flag. She is standing next to a group of soldiers who are also dressed in uniforms.

Wounded, Now Walks

Prisoners on Tour

As an Allied tanker turns around the deck of an LST, Japanese ships play the song of freedom. This ship is one of the many vessels that have been sent to the Pacific to aid the Allies. These ships carry supplies and troops to the front.

Enlarges Airport for B-29s

This article discusses the expansion of the airport for B-29s. The airport is being expanded to accommodate the larger B-29 bombers. This is a major step in the war effort as it will allow for greater air support.

Two Yank Heroes Receive Medals

Flashed to our national bag, Capt. Walter L. Stet of Lincoln, Ark., stands at an aide before being presented the Congressional Medal of Honor. He saved eight Yanks but lost his life, left. Corp. James R. He chan of Laurel, Miss., receives the honor for wipping out three machine gun nests. He is the father of four sons.

Floods Sweep Over Nebraska

Storm on the Midway between Farnham and Beppin, N.H., where railroader was paralyzed by moderate rain and snow. This storm has caused damage to crops and property in Nebraska.

Doans Pills

The effectiveness of Doans Pills is backed by scientific research. Doans Pills contain a unique blend of natural ingredients that work to relieve pain and discomfort. Get your bottle today and see the difference for yourself.

That Nagging Backache

C. U. Army Major Peter J. Chor- látzki, of the Kreisgau, has joined the Italian prisoners of war on a visit to New York. The Italian prisoners of war are free.